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GPB Digitization Walkthrough for the
Georgia Gazette (DAT)
Equipment used: Sony Digital Audio Recorder PCM-R700, behringer
U-phoria UMC404HD audio monitor, and Adobe Audacity

Written by WGBH Fellows Virginia Angles and Riley Griffin
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Inventory your Digital Audio Tapes (DATs)
●

Separate out any DATs with titles outside of the project scope
○ You are looking for Georgia Gazette, Georgia Journal, and these titles with the
addition of “consumer call-in” and “best of”
○ Use the excel sheet titled “Georgia_Gazette Inventory.xlsx”
○ For now, you will only focus on the following: (you will fill out the rest as you listen
to the tapes during digitization)
■ For AssetDate: put the date the episode aired in yyyy-mm-dd format

■

For Title1: enter the show title/tape
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■

○

For InstantiationIdentifier: this is in the format of show type followed by
date
● For Georgia Gazette, use GPBGG
● For Georgia Gazette Consumer Call-in, use GPBCC
● For Georgia Journal, use GPBGJ
● For Georgia Journal Consumer Call-in, use GPBGJCC
● Date format should be yyyymmdd
● Ex.: GPBGG20010612

As you inventory each tape, you need to give them new labels
■ Take the j-cards provided
■ On the larger side, put the name of the show (Ex.: Georgia Journal)
■ On the thin piece between the two perforations put the
InstantiationIdentifier
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●
●

Note: be sure to count your tapes and verify you have that many entries in your
spreadsheet.
Tip: Keep digitized tapes far away from the undigitized tapes to avoid confusion
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Set up your digitization station
●

●

●

You need:
○ DAT player
○ Audio monitor
○ Computer
○ Adobe Audacity software
○ 2 audio cords
○ 1 power cord for DAT player
○ 1 power cord for the audio monitor
○ 1 USB cord adapter for the audio monitor
○ Storage devices and their hookups
○ Headphones (and adapter if necessary)
○ A test DAT
Hook up your DAT machine
○ Insert the power cord for the DAT machine into the machine and plug it into your
outlet
○ Take the two audio cords and connect them to your audio monitor, making sure
the left and right sides are consistent between both machines
Hook up your audio monitor
○ Now that you have the audio cords connected, you need to connect the power
cord from the back of the audio monitor to your outlet
■ An orange power light next to the headphone volume knob will illuminate
if plugged in properly
■ Make sure the left two knob-sections have the “Line/Inst” button pushed in
■ Make sure the button that says “Stereo/Mono” is NOT pressed; keep it on
stereo
○ Connect the USB cord into the jack labeled “USB” on the back of the audio
monitor and plug the USB side into your computer
○ Plug your headphones into the headphone jack above the headphones symbol
■ The chances are you need an adapter if you are using personal
headphones and not professional audio headphones

■
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●

Set up your computer
○ Download and install Adobe Audacity software as normal
■ Make sure the appropriate input options are selected
● The microphone should indicate the audio monitor’s model (in this
case, it says BEHRINGER UMC404HD)
● The speakers should indicate the computer’s speakers

●
○

●
●

Connect your storage devices (most likely an external hard drive) and download
the appropriate software
■ Set this up to retrieve the correct files
You will use your test DAT in the next steps
For more images, visit the last chapter
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Preparing to digitize
●
●
●
●
●

Turn on your DAT machine using the power button
Use your test DAT to make sure that the DAT machine is working properly and that your
software is capturing (instructions on playing/recording to follow)
Put the test DAT into the DAT machine and hit “rewind” until it stops
Make sure your Audacity settings are arranged as described in the setup section above
Hit “record” on Audacity and “play” on the DAT machine

●

●
○
○

As you are listening, set your levels...
Pay attention to the left two knobs (titled GAIN [#])
■ You want the “sig” light to flash green as you are listening to the
sound--this means that it is picking up. However, some sounds will not
show that they are picking up, but it will show up on Audacity
■ Look for the red flashing light under “clip.” If this is flashing, the audio is
too loud and you need to turn the knob down slowly until you do not see a
red light
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○
○

○
○

○

On Audacity
■ Pay attention to the bars at the top of the screen. You do not want the
sound to reach the yellow color--this is Audacity’s way of telling you the
audio is clipping.
■ Sometimes, you will not be able to make it so the clipping is no longer
occurring. Turn it down to the point that you can hear the audio as clear
as possible and has the least amount of clipping as possible.

Pad
■

The pad button above both knobs on your audio monitor cuts the audio’s
decibels in half. Adjust as necessary.
■ Tip: If you are going to un-press the pad button, be prepared for very loud
sound--perhaps turn down your headphones first
Evenness
■ Try to make the sound as even as possible on both the left and right
sides. In Audacity you can change the recording level. Make sure you
play with this in testing and apply the same levels in the official capture.
■ You can listen to the balance when playing back the audio from your
computer after testing. Just hit play and center yourself at your computer
and listen to make sure there is a balance. You should be able to hear an
even amount and the audio should not mainly be coming out of one side.
You can also look at the level bars at the top of Audacity and see if they
even out. Sometimes, because of your adjustments for clipping these will
not be absolutely perfect.
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Digitizing
●

●
●

●
●

Before you can digitize, you need to make sure your machine is clean
○ Remove the machine’s cover to clean the machine carefully and thoroughly
before and after each tape as well as when you start and end the day
○ Clean according to your training and using the materials provided
○ Make sure to clean every part that the tape touches
○ Tip: don’t bother putting the cover back on
Select the tape you would like to digitize
Find the tape in the excel sheet
○ This makes sure it was inventoried correctly
○ You can use the ctrl+f command to look for duplicates of that tape in the excel
Put the DAT you want to digitize into the clean DAT machine and hit “rewind” until it
stops
Test the DAT you want to digitize
○ Check that the settings in Audacity are correct (see setup section above)
○ Click “file” then “save project as” and save the file as “[Show title] [mm-dd-yyyy]”
■ Ex.: Georgia Gazette 01-12-1995
■ The titles will eventually be changed to the audio files’ GUID
■ Tip: Save often. (You can do this easily by just hitting ctrl+s.)

●
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○
○
○

○

●
●

Test the DAT multiple times to keep the audio from clipping
Sometimes, music and interviews will be too loud. There is not too much you can
do for that. It is often because folks who are not familiar with the audio world
don’t know how to appropriately use microphones. (No judgment!)
You can delete test tracks by clicking the little x next to the “Audio Track” (what
you just recorded)

■
Grab a notebook and pull up your excel spreadsheet on a different machine, if possible
(if not, you can save the filling out portion for after the digitization)
Hit “record” in Audacity and “play” on the DAT player
○ Make sure you have the recording going before you hit play on the DAT player
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As you digitize
●

●

Take notes for your metadata
○ Write down a timestamp for every note--make sure you take the timestamp from
Audacity (you will be playing back on this)
○ Write down important details like the host, famous guests, segments, and audio
problems
○ I suggest saving the description for after digitization
Start filling out the excel sheet while digitizing
○ For Contributor: enter the host name

○
○

For genre, it is almost always “Magazine.” However, for call-ins enter, “Call-in.”
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○
○

○

For Description (after capture): write an appropriate description including the
show title, topics, guests, segments, audio descriptions, levels, and organization.
■ Include proper names where appropriate
■ Use verbs
■ Courtesy of Kathy Christensen: “here are some examples from
descriptions I pulled from the American Archive database: Lewis Massey
becomes the Georgia Secretary of State; Georgia software company
plays key role in the Bosnian peace talks; Georgia settles lawsuit with Big
Tobacco; Senator Sam Nunn retires. (if the software company name
was mentioned, would have been good to include it)”
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○

○
○

For Duration (after capture): enter the full recording time in hh:mm:ss format
■ Ex.: 01:52:36

The Identifier will be filled out in a later step
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Finish digitizing
●
●

●
●
●

Hit “stop” on Audacity to stop the recording
Re-pack the tape by rewinding it all the way back to the beginning or fastforwarding to
the ending
○ It does not matter which way
○ You should do this every time you take a DAT out of the machine
Remember to save! (ctrl or command + s)
Perform a quality control check throughout your new recording
Export your recording from Audacity
○ Go to “file” then “export” then “Export as WAV”
○ Check that the save file name follows the format above
■ This should automatically be there if you saved the file under the title first
○ Under “Save as type” select “Other uncompressed files”
○ New format option dropdown menus will appear
○ Make sure the “Header” is listed as “WAV (Microsoft)” and the “Encoding”
is set to “Signed 24-bit PCM”
■ Accidentally export it in the wrong size? If you have the episode’s project
file saved to your computer, then you can go back and export the file
again with the correct size.
■ Ex.: Save your projects in Audacity at the beginning of digitizing, to
protect them in case of power outages or computer crashes. You can do
this following the “saving” steps in the Digitizing section of this guide
○ Hit “Save”
○ Hit “Ok”

○
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○

●

○
Save your exported WAVs where you deem appropriate, just note that you will have to
put it on your external hard drives
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●
●
●

Take your wound DAT out of the machine and return it to its housing. Put it in the pile of
digitized DATs.
Clean your machine again
After digitization
○ Follow AAPB guidelines provided to finish the process
■ Upload your excel to the AAPB to retrieve your GUIDs
■ Use FFMPEG to create proxy files
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Things to consider
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●

If you come across a damaged DAT be sure to contact your representative at GPB as
they may choose not to digitize a damaged tape
Remove excel sheet entries for any tapes you end up removing (broken, duplicate, etc.)
If there are duplicates, use the better quality tape
Many DATs were used for multiple recordings. Make sure that the whole DAT is
digitized. You can explain this in your metadata. Excessive empty space does not need
to be digitized.
If a DAT has more than one Georgia Gazette* show recorded onto one tape, digitize
both as a separate file (as if it were two DATs of GG*)
Once you have consistent audio levels set, do not change them throughout the
capture unless it is really bad
○ You are here to be an archivist, not an audio editor. We are digitizing full
materials AS IS to provide genuine and authentic archival materials.
○ Should you need to edit some bad clipping, you can use tools in audacity like the
“envelope” feature. There are tutorials on youtube you can follow.
If you come across non-GG* materials that hold major historical interest, let your GPB
representative know and ask if they would like it digitized. Listen to the recording a little
throughout the tape so that you can get a feel of what is covered. Often, your GPB
representative will let you know figures and topics they are looking for in recordings.
(Coretta Scott King, Jimmy Carter, etc.)
Check out the metadata and other work in the excel from those who contributed to it
before you. Make sure your language and format are consistent.
Try not to hit/bump the table and area that your DAT player is on--especially during a
capture. This means vibrating phones, too!
If anything goes wrong, stop everything and get help!

* = Georgia Gazette is the overall name for all subsections of the show. Assume that “Georgia
Gazette” includes Georgia Journal, Best of..., and ...Call-ins.
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Machine Images
DAT Machine
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Audio Monitor

